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Abstract 

This article presents subhashitas known as metaphysical thoughts. These subhashitas occurred to 

me while presenting lectures to the students and speeches at different places over the past many 

years. They are focused on materialism, which are analyzed properly and drafted in condensed 

form to give authentic and valuable information. These compiled subhashitas would encourage 

and strike new ideas for scientists, social reformers and students to pursue research in different 

fields. 
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1. Introduction 

In Sanskrit language “Subhashita” means good message
1
. Sanskrit has many perennial sources of 

subhashitas. They give holistic information about all fields such as spiritualism, materialism, 

poetry, science, society and relation between the science and society, etc. In the literature we 

may also find good messages or thoughts in different religious texts
2
 and languages, which are 

derived by many Philosophers, educationalists and social reformers for the welfare of a society
3
.  

The word metaphysics was used by Andronicus of Rhodes to explain thoughts and research of 

great philosopher Aristotle. Metaphysics means the knowledge beyond or more than understating 

of physics
4
 which are spread out in different fields. This paper illustrates  some of metaphysical 

thoughts based on materialism. 

  

2. Subhashitas: Metaphysical Thoughts 

1) Thinker is a lover.  

2) Thinking is my Passion, Passion is for Physics, Physics is Philosophy. 

3) I came first and I will go first. 

4) What is the gain of losing a day?  
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5) He is known by his father, but his father should be known by him. 

6) Thoughts travel faster than light. 

7) The world consists of sources and sinks. 

8) The world exists because of attraction; otherwise it would have been a great destruction.  

9)  The earth attracts all his bodies, as a mother who loves her children. But both fail if they 

escape with high velocity.  

10)  The space is so eloquently deigned by God to protect His living entities from sound and 

harmful electromagnetic waves. Light travels through space but not sound. 

11)  If we attack nature, one day nature hits us back. 

12)  Science is a family. Chemistry is mother, Physics is father, Biology is the eatables and 

Mathematics and all other courses are tools to manufacture  products which are required for a 

society like children in a family. 

13)  All visible things are temporary and all invisible things are permanent.  

14)  Our memory has finite remembrance and infinite forgetfulness.  

15)  Humans are like flowers. Once our beauty, smartness and intelligence are fading, we are 

discarded like flowers at the end of the day. 

16)  Teacher’s words are as effective as hymns. 

17)  A teacher transfers knowledge from his mind to that of student, like a Bluetooth device.   

18)  A teacher may be a creator or maintainer or destroyer to a student.   

19)  Teachers and doctors work on living bodies where as others work on non- living bodies. 

20)  A teacher enhances the mind by transferring knowledge whereas a doctor enhances life by 

repairing the organs. 

21)  Sky is omnipresent; light travels; water flows; air, clouds and birds move freely   

irrespective of borders, then why cannot humans move freely on this earth? 

22) You need only three – ethical education, companionable spouse and healthy as well as honest 

children.  

23)  All living entities do only two activities – sitting (rest) and movement (motion). The sitting 

yields potential energy whereas movement leads to kinetic energy. Thus energy gets 

converted from one form to another. 

24)  An artist needs appreciation whereas business man needs money.  

25)  Frictional forces reduce efficiency of organizations. 
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26)  No organization has 100 % efficiency. If it is so, it is manipulated and if it is zero, the  

organization must be shut down.    

27)  Continuous jealousy leads to failure whereas continuous aspiration leads to success.  

28)   Only few wait for your growth whereas others wait for your decay. 

29)  He, who is idle, is a burden to his country. 

30)  Your education must uplift the society; otherwise you are a debtor to your country. 

31)  He, who thinks three generations - welfare of parents, self and children is called a man. 

32)  All our human endeavors must be for welfare of all living species.   

33)  Physical torture is momentary pain whereas mental torture is haunting pain.  

34)  The endeavors that focused for self are materialistic. 

35)  Man’s greed is infinite for everything but food.   

36)  Leaking all secrets creates enemies.  

37)  Destruction is inversely proportional to number of wise people.  

38)  Change is only the constant thing in the world.  

39)  Nothing comes free in this world. Either it costs time, money or both.  

40)  Hunger and sleep do not have much elasticity. 
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